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ORIGIN CU-04

INFO OCT-01 EA-09 ISO-00 USIA-15 /029 R

DRAFTED BY CU/ARTS:SHROUSE:LF
APPROVED BY CU/ARTS:GECORIDEN
CU/ARTS:BNSTEPHENS
DESIRED DISTRIBUTION
CU/EA:HCARPENTER; USIA/IEA:TLIU
---------------------  013377
R 012028Z MAY 76
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMCONSUL HONG KONG

UNCLAS STATE 105285

E.O. 11652: N/A

TAGS: SCUL

SUBJECT: LONG ISLAND YOUTH ORCHESTRA TOURING PRIVATELY

REF: HONG KONG 4027; STATE 088316

PLEASE CONFIRM ASAP TO CU/ARTS THAT JULY 24-28 FOR LONG ISLAND YOUTH ORCHESTRA VISIT SATISFACTORY AND THAT ACCOMMODATIONS FOR THESE NIGHTS WILL BE PROVIDED. SISCO
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